
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This newly launched HARU portable,  stacking 
and ganging chair with automatic tip up seat 
from Kotobuki Seating Group will prove to be 
the most comfortable, aesthetically pleasing 
and lightweight seat option in its category. 

Manufactured  in America that  guarantees  
short lead times, competitive pricing and 
superior service. 

The seat back cushion shaping reduces body 
fatigue and provides ergonomic  comfort  that 
matches  the comfort level of the most 
discerning fixed seating models. 

The natural wood durable cladding can 
enhance acoustics requirements.

Magnetic Row ID and seat numbering is 
available on request. 

HARU 
APPLICATIONS 

Be it black box theatres, performance venues  or multi  use 
spaces this versatile seat meets the needs of the everchanging 
public assembly seating requirements.

The HARU seat motel meets  all North American code 
standards, and the geometry allows application is a 36-inch row 
spacing. 

For use on the floor, to increase seating capacity,  for moveable 
seats to accommodate wheelchair positions  or as temporary 
seating on telescopic or fixed raked seating arrangements this 
seat does it all.

Available in fully upholstered, wood outside back and or under 
seat pan  versions. HARU seat model will respond to the 
aesthetic needs of the design intent.

STANDARD FABRIC/METAL BLACK



By connecting  the ganging hooks as 
illustrated to the right you can easily 
connect the seats to the row length 
desired. The nesting feature  allows the 
chairs to be moved aside, nested and 
stacked on storage carts  or  stacked 
vertically for storage. 

GANGING / NESTING FEATURES

STORAGE CARTS

TESTING NA STANDARDS

The single, horizontal storage cart overall 
height is 45” to the flat surface. The 
horizontal double stack cart will measure 
78” to the top of the upper  seat back. 
This allows the unit to travel through a 
standard door size.  Individual storage 
carts may also  be customized to 
accommodate total seat quantity and 
available storage footprint. 

Seat passed 600 lbs. - Static load test
Back passed 450 lbs. - Static Horizontal 
pull test

HARU 

HORIZONTAL 12 SEATS -
VERTICAL  6 SEATS

CUSTOM 14 SEAT DOUBLE STACK STORAGE CART


